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The Promise and Challenges of

Orthodox Christianity Outside Kerala
Dr.Yuhanon Mar Demetrios

L.L. Stephanos Mar
Theodosius, who pioneered

the Chruch’s mission work in
North India.
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Former Principals of STOTS

Stephanos Mar Theodosius(1995-99), Fr.Dr.Reji
Mathews(1999-2010),Fr.Dr.Bijesh Philip(2010-19)













Accolades

It is a fabulous research work carried out with
great effort and remarkable patience. The reference to
St.Mary and Apostle Thomas is very clear in the Greek
papyrus drama of Charition. The words ‘aba oun’in the
worship scene are pure ancient Aramaic words with
which the Lord’s prayer in that language begins.

Linking Charition drama with Christianity is an
exceedingly original perspective. To my knowledge,
none has had so far done it.

The book reveals the ancient culture and the
Sanskrit-inspired worship of Kerala Christians during
the early second century. A remarkable research
work.

T.Z.Mani has rendered an invaluable and
monumental service to history and Church history by
presenting and deciphering, in a convincing and
reasonable manner, the Charition Greek Drama, and
relating it to the history and liturgy of the early
‘Nazranies’ in India. This work is extremely inspiring
for scholars interested in the unknown annals of the
early history of St.Thomas in India.

Blessings and congratulations to Zachariah
Mani for writing a book that presents historical proof
about the St.Thomas origins of Kerala Christians.
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Mr.
Pierre Perrier, French scholar inAramaic language

Dr Frederico de Romanis,
Professor of Greek and Latin, University of Rome

Dr. Prem Prakash Lakker, Sanskrit Scholar
from Benares

H. G. Dr.Yakoob
Mar Irenaios Metropolitan.

Archbishop His Grace Mar Joseph Powathil
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